Meet Louise. Louise loves art more than anything. It's her imagination on the outside. She is determined to create a masterpiece—her pièce de résistance!
Students can understand what they read.

Home Connection

This book is yours to keep at home and enjoy over and over again! Here is a way you can take what you learned from the book and apply it at home.

Read the book with your student.

Share with the student a hobby of yours.

- Why do you enjoy it?
- Did you learn it yourself or did somebody teach you?

Louise has a hobby—art!

This book has a song to go with it!

Here is a link to the song “Louise Loves Art Song” — Emily Arrow, book by Kelly Light.”

https://youtu.be/xezF30LcFNE

Remind your students that hobbies are healthy. It gives us opportunity to express ourselves and it teach us to set and achieve goals, solve problems and make decisions. Having a hobby that we enjoy brings us joy and improves our lives.

Ask your student to identify a hobby of theirs.